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Cosmic string disorder 
Cosmic strings are a natural consequence  
of symmetry breaking in phase transitions
•arguably ‘generic’ in realistic GUT theories  

and brane inflation models
•topology implies existence through  

the Kibble mechanism 

Observable through their gravitational effects related to Gμ ~ (η/ΜPl)2

•Cosmic microwave sky ‘line-like’ anisotropies and B-mode polarisation 
 Planck CMB constraint Gμ < 1.5 x 10-7.   [Planck 2015] 
 Improves further with Simons and CMBS4

•Gravitational wave stochastic backgrounds or ‘burst’ signatures 
 Uncertainty about loop production size/history 

 Standard model A:   Gμ < 1 x 10-8       

 New model B:         Gμ < 4 x 10-15.     [LIGO 2021]

 Also pulsar constraints and LISA prospects…        

•Axion mass prediction uncertainty 25-500 µeV for ADMX etc searches



Numerical advances: AMR 
Challenge: to separate string scales from microscopic to cosmic

 Amelia Drew and EPS  (arXiv:1910.01718 )

Fully Adaptive Mesh Refinement dynamically adapts  
solution grid to scale of the problem, so allows 
for accurate evolution across different scales 
                          [see also Buschmann, et al 2022]

•GRChombo: Dynamically tag cells according  
to chosen gradient criterion

•HPC OpenMP/MPI parallelism (Intel IPCC)

•Refinement levels structured into  
boxes distributed over processors

•Advanced in-situ visualization with  
Intel OSPRay (in Paraview)



Massless radiation:  Amelia Drew & EPS arXiv:1910.01718  



Massive radiation:  Amelia Drew & EPS in prep.  



Nambu-Goto strings:  Allen & EPS ’90 [also Bennett, Bouchet, ’89; Olum et al, ’95-, etc]

Radiation era Matter era



Velocity one-scale model
Preliminaries:  Uniformly expanding universe, the string EoM are: 

damping

curvature
acceleration



Thermodynamic approach:  Total network energy

Time derivative - energy conservation equation

where the averaged rms velocity is defined by

Brownian network ‘correlation length’
1 string µL per correlation volume L3

Velocity One-scale Model (VOS)

add loop
production

Kibble1980;   Vilenkin 1982
Martins & EPS 1995,6



Governs large-scale network evolution over cosmic history

where the curvature term is 
NB: only one free parameter c

acceleration Hubble dampingcurvature
friction

Hubble stretching & redshifting damping loop creation

The VOS Model
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Momentum parameter:

R~ξ
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Momentum parameter:

R~ξ

Martins & EPS 1995,6

Solution has  
linear scaling: 



Complete history of strings 

GUT or high-scale string density

Electroweak-scale strings

matter
 era

dark 
energy

radiation era

Kibble 
regime

stretching
regime 



Superconducting strings 

Cylindrical coordinates
Ansatz

Model: Witten superconducting cosmic string

An actual solution

PP, Phys. Rev. D45, 1091 (1992)

Witten superconducting strings model with U(1)xU(1)

Vortex-string fieldCondensate field



The String equation of state

Stress energy tensor

Integrated for macroscopic treatment

Legendre transform          dual formalism

Finding the correct EoS for U(1)xU(1) strings from microphysics

Current amplitudes

Equivalent formulations 

Legendre transformation

Identification for the macroscopic description

Regime

Electric

Magnetic

and current

timelike

spacelike

Neutral limit: (avoid complications due to long-range interaction...)

Conserved current

Scalar state parameter

Integrated (macroscopic) current

Scalar current

PP, Phys. Rev. D46, 3335 (1992) 
      Phys. Rev. D47, 3169 (1993)

Peter,



Legendre transform          dual formalism
B. Carter & PP, Phys. Rev. D52, R1744 (1995)
B. Carter, PP & A. Gangui, Phys. Rev. D55, 4647 (1997)

Macroscopic formalism

State parameter            worldsheet lagrangian           and 

Master function (dual to lagrangian)         : set 

2 conserved (orthogonal:                     ) currents

Equivalent alternative dynamical description

String equation of state II

B. Carter, Phys Lett. B224, 61; B228, 466 (1989)



Equation of state applications
Specific models

Nambu-Goto (structureless)

Small field expansion self-dual

Subsonic equation of state

Kaluza-Klein self-dual

Transonic equation of state

Small field expansion (higher order)

Witten magnetic model

Witten electric model

Supersonic
equation of state

Many applications for formalism

Macroscopic perturbations (stability constraint)

(no spring) B. Carter, Phys Lett. B224, 61; B228, 466 (1989)

Neutral limit: (avoid complications due to long-range interaction...)

Conserved current

Scalar state parameter

Integrated (macroscopic) current

Scalar current

PP, Phys. Rev. D46, 3335 (1992) 
      Phys. Rev. D47, 3169 (1993)

Peter,



Current/Charge VOS Model
Use formalism to obtain the superconducting string equations of motion
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Dynamics of current-carrying cosmic strings in expanding universes

Effective action

Induced metric

Worldsheet

Background metric

Gauge choice 1:

Gauge choice 2:

State parameter
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Equations of motion
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Equations of motion

Martins, Peter, Ryback, EPS, ,arXiv:2011.09700
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Averaging process

Energy

Bare energy

General variable

Total charge                    and current

RMS velocity

Integrated state parameter

Thermodynamic approach:  Total network energy now 
including current/charges

or just the strings

Averaging assumptions:

Averaging with string currents
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Uncorrelated variables

General assumptions / hypothesis

Vanishing boundary terms

+ Brownian string network
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Uncorrelated variables

General assumptions / hypothesis

Vanishing boundary terms

+ Brownian string network



CVOS evolution equations
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Equations of motion

Chirality Charge
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Equations of motion

Chirality Charge
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Momentum parameter:

From Nambu-Goto network simulations

From Abelian-Higgs simulations
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Equations of motion

Chirality Charge

Equations of motion from formalism with general master equation (EoS)

Martins, Peter, Ryback, EPS, ,arXiv:2011.09700



U(1)xU(1) superconducting strings:  by permission José Ricardo Correia (Porto) 
Preliminary: small resolution simulation for debug purposes 
Radiation epoch, 256^3 dx=0.5 (half a light crossing time)



Energy loss mechanisms
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Phenomenological parameter:

loop chopping efficiency

(            in ordinary “VOS” model)

current chopping efficiency

charge leakage

Universe expansion:



Linear CVOS Model
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Scaling solution with

Linear regime
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Scaling solution with

Linear regime

First attempt:  Take simplified linear EoS for calculational simplicity 
Martins, Peter, Ryback, EPS, arXiv:2108.03147



Charge/current domination (no leakage)
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Dynamical solutions

(A)

No leakage



Charge/current scaling (with leakage)
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With leakageDynamical solutions



Attractor phase diagram 
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No leakageDynamical solutions

Attractor (          , radiation)

Martins, Peter, Rybak, EPS, arXiv:2108.03147



Dependence on initial conditions
18

tion Ysc = 0 only and those with two solutions, including
both Ysc = 0 and Ysc 6= 0 (depending on the initial con-
ditions), are neatly separated. Repeating the analysis for
various values of the expansion rate n as shown in Fig. 6,
we affirm the conclusion that the matter-dominated era
cannot sustain a charged network configuration. As n is
lowered, the region in parameter space which can sustain
a charged solution increases: numerical investigations
reveal that the boundary curves between the charged
and uncharged networks are well approximated by the
straight lines

b = c1(n) + c2(n), (60)

where

ci(n) = ↵i(co) + �i(co)n
�i(co), (61)

so that c1(n0) = 0 yields the value of n = n0 such that
only for b < 0 do non-trivial solutions exist (for n >
n0, see Sect. III B). The constraint (33) also implies that
9ncrit such that c1(ncrit) = �

1
2 , and 8n � ncrit, Ysc = 0

whatever the initial conditions.
These dynamics which change in different cosmologi-

cal eras and depend on initial conditions can give rise
to an interesting phenomenology, especially as a charged
network crosses the radiation-matter transition. For a
set of values of A and b located between the bound-
ary lines n = 1 and n = ncrit (as illustrated in Fig. 6),
one may find initial conditions for v, ⇣ and Y such that
the dynamics leads to the Ysc 6= 0 attractor during the
radiation-dominated era, followed, after the radiation-to-
matter transition, by a new time evolution towards the
Ysc = 0 attractor. An example of such an evolution dur-
ing the radiation-to-matter transition, with initial condi-
tions appropriately chosen, is illustrated in Fig. 7. The
corresponding configuration space trajectories for the ra-
diation epoch are shown in Fig. 8, emphasizing how ini-
tial conditions define the choice of scaling behavior. The
region of initial conditions that leads to the scaling solu-
tion with non-trivial current amplitude depends on the
parameters A and b (and possibly on � if included, al-
though the phenomenology will be quite similar).

Fig. 9 illustrates the behaviour of the regions in config-
uration space having both charged and uncharged or only
uncharged attractors. As discussed above, for smaller n,
the larger the region in which Ysc 6= 0 can be reached.
Above a threshold value (n = 1.3 in this case), there is
no longer any charged configuration available. This ex-
plains why the typical time evolution of a superconduct-
ing string network will be to first form a charged but
chiral state, rapidly evolving, after the radiation-matter
transition, into a non current-carrying standard network.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The time evolution of of a superconducting cosmic
string network in the framework of the extended VOS

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8 for n = 1 (top panel), n = 1.2
(mid panel) and n = 1.3 (bottom panel) with identical pa-
rameters except A ! 0.15. As expected from the discussion
above and shown in Fig. 6, the available region (in blue/dark)
for which initial conditions for v, ⇣ and Y may lead to a non
trivial charge Ysc 6= 0 scaling solution is getting smaller as
n increases. The charged configuration attractor points are
shown as dark blue circles, and the standard uncharged con-
figuration as a red square. The initial conditions shown as
triangle, pentagon, diamond and star are the same for all 3
graphs. In this example, for n � 1.3, there are no charged
solution, and the would-be attractor becomes a repeller.

Radiation era (charged scaling possible)
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Towards Matter era (only Nambu-Goto networks)



Scaling and cosmological epochs
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 CVOS Model Conclusions
Current-carrying cosmic strings models with analytic EoS (arXiv:2011.09700)
A general formalism to describe integrated quantities

Search for scaling solutions 
Linear EoS model for first analysis (arXiv:2108.03147)
Charged configurations only possible for radiation era 
Charge loss (leakage) needed to prevent charge domination
Sensitivity to initial conditions; Stability analysis
Matter domination leads to Nambu-Goto strings (no charge)

Future steps: Non-linear EoS models more realistic
Calibration of CVOS with numerical simulations (José Ricardo Correia)
Observational implications - CMB signatures (Andrei Lazanu) and GWs …
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CONCLUSIONS

Current-carrying cosmic string models w/ analytic e.o.s

A general formalism to describe integrated quantities

Scaling solutions               ,                ,                    and 

Charged configurations possible only for radiation era

Matter domination        Nambu-Goto string network!

Leakage needed to prevent charge domination

and and

Linear equation of state… 

Non linear cases???

Stability analysis
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Scaling solutions               ,                ,                    and 

Charged configurations possible only for radiation era

Matter domination        Nambu-Goto string network!

Leakage needed to prevent charge domination

and and

Linear equation of state… 

Non linear cases???

Stability analysis

Martins, Peter, Rybak, EPS, arXiv:2011.09700 & arXiv:2108.03147



Happy Birthday, Brandon!


